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In the course of the d.evelopment of a precise technique for the use of

the petrographic microscope in iock analysis' attempts have been made

to determine the mineral constituents quantitatively. Such determina-

this type of material.

Lrutterrolqs oF TrrE TurN-SBcrroN TBcnNrQuB

The Rosiwalr method of d.etermining the quantitative ratio of mineral

constituents in mixed rock samples is ideally adapted to thin or what

may be considered two-dimensional sections. Although extensive claims

have been mad.e for it, the method is not applicable to mixed particulate

substances where it is necessary to measure the intercepts of projections.

In fact, even with thin sections, doubt has been expressed as to its ac-

curacy by Julien2 and later by Williams.s Julien pointed out the necessity

of considering the shape factor in connection with the use of an average

d.iameter in estimating percentage composition of rocks in general, while

Williams showed from careful analyses of Westerly, Rhode fsland gran-

ite that the results obtained by the Rosiwal method were not in agree-

ment with results obtained by several other generally accepted methods'

On the other hand, Johannsen and Stephensona claim remarkable cor-

relations between determinations made by the Rosiwal method and re-

sults calculated from chemical analysis, and the method of separation by

means of heavy solutions. This result might be expected if Johannsen and

Stephenson utilized sections for other analyses similar to those used for

the Rosiwal determinations. While this fact is not specifi.cally stated, it is

implied. In passing, it is well to point out that Rosiwal in a footnote to

the thin-section technique of Delesse states ". . . This thin rock section

. . . would have a weight of 1300 mg., and . . . provide sufficient material

* Di.r,ision of Industrial Hygiene, National Institute of Health, Washington, D.C.
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for an ultimate chemical analysis." As might be expected, if thin sections
are used for chemical analysis, excellent correlations should be expected
between such determinations and those made by the Rosiwal method.

The assumption that average diameters as determined from an ex-
amination of the projections of a particulate a''ay can be utilized for
estimating the percentage composition of an aggregate is erroneous.This
fact follows from a consideration of the shapes of the particles themselves.
unl'ess the aolurne shape factors of the compoments umd.er obseraali,on are e*-

crepancies which might have been otherwise explained..

Trrnony ol MBruoo pnorosrn

Statistical Description of an Aggregate

rt is evident from the foregoing that the method of linear intercepts as
developed by Rosiwal is applicable only to a two-dimensional distribu-
tion. fn order to apply such a method to a heterogeneous assembly of
particles, the particles must first be imbedded in a suitable medium and
sectioned. This process is not only involved and time consuming, but is
often impossible to accomplish successfully, especiaily when the particles
are small. However, it is possible to obtain an accurate estimate of the
mass of an aggregate without recourse to either the Rosiwal or Delesse
methods elsewhere described. This new approach depends upon certain
parameters which define the properties of an aggregate. Thus, it is known
that the mass of a particle varies as the cube of a d.imension:

w:y,f6i (1)
wherc W defines the weight of a particle of diameter d and d.ensity is p.
The term v may be called a shape factor which has a specific value for
each particulate aggregate. The value of z need. not be constant for a given
mineral and must be determined. Hence, for a sphere z is equal to 0.52g6.
For irregularly shaped bodies, it may be shown that v has a value less
than that of a sphere.

Hatch and Choates have pointed out that for a heterogeneous aggre-
gate, an average value of D is obtained by measuring the intercepts of
particles along a fi.xed direction. If the particles are uniformly distributed
and all particles along a given fixed direction are measured, then the dis-
tribution may be assumed to follow the curve:
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where I[ is the number of particles of a size d., ro is the geometric stan-

dard. deviation and Mo is the median value of the distribution. Both oo

arld, Ms are constants that determine the position and shape of the dis-

tribution.t They are given by the algebraic equations

Iof rr:'3:y

to1 rr: ,ty/
>[z( log d. - log M)2]

2n

The work entailed in the calculation of M n and o s may be considerably

red.uced if, following the method proposed by Hatch and his coworkers,

a special log-probability grid is used. As a rule, skew frequency data plot

as a straight line on this type of grid. The median value Mn may be di-

rectly obtained by observing the value for which 50 per cent of the par-

ticles are Iess than the stated size. The value of 6s may be determined

from the grid by calculation of the following ratio:

84.13 Per cent size 50 Per cent size

"': so *, .".,t . ir" 
:153? 

p* *"t ttr"

The above follows from the probability integral.

In the problem on hand we are concerned with a comparison between

known weights of an aggregate of particles and a calculated weight based

upon the statistical parameters Mo and oo. This requires a relation be-

tween these parameters and the volumetric properties of the system un-

der consid.eration. Thus, if D defines the diameter of a particle in the

aggregate having an average volume, we have

or, from equation 2

2(nd3) - )n 
_ ffir-r^" d-rog Ms)zt2 roe2 os f,lsg fl

2n log o,, t/2tr J o

t The size frequency equation above is for a skew distribution. It assumes, of course,

asymptoticity of values at both extremes, a condition which is rarely true with particulate

substances, but for practical purposes, as will be shown, is sufficiently accutate'

2n

and
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from which it may be shown

2(ntr\'  '  -  
e 3  l o g  l l l s l 4 . 5  l o g 2  o s

2n

or reduced to the base 10

log D3:log M,3+70.3617 7og2 on.

D etermi,nati.on of C om p oments
From equation 3, D may be readily calculated. Hence for a two com-

ponent system a, B, the determination of the statistical parameters Mo
and ao leads directly to an estimation of the mass of all the particles
counted and measured in a given field. (That is, in any field all particles
must be counted and measured with due regard. to their identity. rn a
two-component system this implies the identification, count, and meas-
urement of all a particles in a series of fields and all B particles in other
fields, assuming, of course, that the fierds are representative of the sam-
ple under examination.) Thus, we may write

Weight of a-part id.es, Wo 
_vop.NoDor._

Weight of B-particles, We vBpeNeDps

and if zo, vg, pot pp are known and iy'o, Ng, Do, and, DB are d.etermined the
percentage composition of the two-component system is readily deter-
mined

/w" \
, / \ **1/X100:nercentage of  B component ,  and 100-100 Wp

r00 w*

The extension to an tx-component system is equally simple, although
tedious, since it requires the determination of the shape factor v and d.en-
sity p for all components together less the component under determina-
tion. This procedure, however, is not alwavs possible.

Let the components of the fi-componeni ,yrt"- b€ a1, c.2, ots . . . otni
we may then write symbolically for determining the cvl component, as-
suming all the a-components taken together to be )a.
Hence

Weight of ar particles, Wo, vorporNorDnr\

Weight of >" part icles,W2o v2op2oN2oD2o3

successive applications of this procedure may in certain cases be used to
determine several components of a system.

(3)

(4)

(s)
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Aoai.l,ability of Dato on v and. p

Values of the volume shape tactor u for various minerals are generally

not available from the literature. Hatch, by the procedure outlined above

for determining the statistical parameters M o and oo and D, and by sub-

stitution in the equation

obtained the following

lt[/:.lpDl

values of z.

For quartz 0.14
For granite 0.14
For'calcite 0.135

These values are much less than the value for a sphere (tr/6:O.5286)'

Thus, the assumption that particles are spheres may' as Hatch and

Choate point out, leads to considerable errors. In the present investiga-

tions, a hypothetical value of unity was assigned as the shape factor of

one component (quartz), and from an a pri'ori' knowledge of the densities

of the components and all other factors, the relative shape factors for

other components could be determined. Thus, from equation 4, assum-

ing vo- I,

This procedure unfortunately does not yield absolute values of z which

are frequently desired as a matter of interest. In a later paper, the au-

thors will show how the shape factor varies with size distribution (D and

oo) for various minerals.
Values for the density of a given mineral can generally be secured from

petrographical handbooks. Where some question exists, however, as to

the value of a given mini:ral or mineral aggregate, pycnometer deter-

minations can be readily made.

PnocBnunr Usro rN PnBsBNr InvBsrtcauoN

For the purpose of this investigation, mineral powders were selected

of a size range and properties so that microscopic identification was fairly

simple. The minerals were all crushed and then sieved. The portion pass-

ing through a 200-mesh sieve and retained on a 325-mesh sieve was used

as a stock sample. Its specifi.c gravity was determined and it was also

given a preliminary petrographic examination. Determinations were then

made as follows:
A mixture of two minerals was made up by weighing out a definite

quantity of each on the analytical balance so that the total weight of the
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sample was about one gram. The sample was then thoroughly mixed by
shaking it in a small glass weighing bottle.

A slide of the sample was next prepared. A pinch of the material was
transferred to the slide by means of a small knife blade. A drop of the
immersion media was added and after mixing as welr as possible it was
covered with a 13 mm. cover glass, taking care that air bubbles had been
excluded.

The slide was then examined with the petrographic microscope using
a 16 mm. objective (10X). The microscope was also equipped with a
filar micrometer. All the particles in a field were identified, measured,
and counted. The diameter of the particle read off was its maximum pro-
jection on a given straight line which was used as a base line for all meas-
urements. with the aid of a person to take down the readings on the filar
micrometer, it took about three hours for the microscopic examination.
This is very short, indeed, when we consider the time required. for a
chemical analysis.
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Frc. 1. Size frequency summation curves for determining Ms and o,
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Table 1 gives the necessary data for the four minerals studied in order
to determine their percentage composition when mixed with one another.
M"ando, are read ofi from the curve in Fig. 1. The average diameter D
is then calculated from equation 3. v is obtained from equation 4 by
starting with a mineral system ap whose percentage composition and. vo
are known.
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Tanln l.-sreTrsTrcal coNsraNrs r.on venrous Pentlcul,atn MlNnnal,s sruuoo

Mineral

Relative vol-

ume shape
Iactor v

quattz: I

Quartz
Hornblende
Feldspar (orthoclase)

Dolomite

Density
(p)

Geom.
med.
(M o)

6 3 . 0
49.0
35 .0
3 5  . 0

Geom.
S. D.
(oo)

Average

diarneterx
(D)

2 . 6 5
3 . 2 2
2 . s 7
2 . 8 5

J . 4
1 . 9
1 . 6
1 6

* In micrometer units. One micrometer unit:1.1 microns'

tem.
Tasln 2.-RnsuLTS ol DntnnururroNs ol Venrous Panrtcut"ten

Value of

a deter-
mined

(Per cen

l + . o

90.9
5 1 . 0
47  .6

ActuaI
value
o f a

Per cent

1.000
0 .  157
1  .86
1 . 3 6

Remarks

Check on H-2

Check on H-2

Check on H-2

Check on F-3

Sample
No.

H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
]J-7
F-1
t - z

F-3
F-4
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
DF-1
DF-2
DF-3

No
parti-

cles
d

375
103
254
255
200
200
100
92

193
595
330
50

198
450

65
z l t

362
368

No
parti-
cles

p

Mineral system
d - B

Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Hornblende
Quartz-Feldspar
Quartz-Feldspar
Quartz-Feldspar
Quartz-Feldspar
Quartz-Dolomite
Quartz-Dolomite
Quartz-Dolomite
Quartz-Dolomite
Dolomite-Feldspar
Dolomite-Feldspar
Dolomite-Feldspar

t J z

100
274
246
228
519

2651
190
203
200
106
t97
2 r l
200
361
211
200
20r

8 9 . 0
/ J .  d

7 2 . s
t 4 . o

7 1 . 3
52.3
9 . 2

5 6 2
7 1  . 6
9 . 9
9 . 9

5 0 . 6
79. r
90.  1
4 2 . 1
40.4
54.4
54.7

89.  6
/ . ) .  r

7 3 . 1
/ J , I

7 3 . r
49.5
10 .0
50 .3
69.3
10 .0
10 .0
50 .6
79.0
90 .1
40.7
48.9
J + . J

. ) 4 . J

Svsrrus Sruomo

Check on DF-2
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Table 2 shows the various combinations of minerals which were deter-
mined. Each one of these samples was in turn used. to calculate the shape
Iactor vo so that the value of .' determined is based on the average value
of vo.

are usually suff.cient. once this curve has been d.etermined for each com-
ponent of a given system, it is only necessary to count enough particles
so that the ratio of l[" to .flfp is constant. For example, in sample D_1,
only fifty quartz particles and 197 dolomite particles were counted.

Suuuenv

The results obtained in this study show, first, how the shape factor for
a mineral may be obtained; second, how the size distribution curve can
be plotted; and finally, how with this data the percentage by weight of
any constituent may be determined by making a count of the number of
particles present. The method is applicable to all powders and rock dusts
provided that they have a uniform distribution and that they are large
enough to be counted and identified.
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